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THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL AND
LAW LIBRARY
recent visitor to the Catholic University of America was surprised to find lay
students attending classes and occupying Gibbons Hall and three other large residence

A

halls on the Campus. He understood that the Catholic University was a graduate
He had never heard that of the eighty-six
school for theological students only.
Professors and Instructors connected with the University fifty-one are laymen. The
competent School of Sciences, its magnificent Maloney Chemical Laboratory, its
excellent facilities for students of Mechanical, Electrical and Civil Engineering, its
Departments of Physics, Biology and Architecture were unknown to him. And so
were the Schools of Philosophy and Letters with their many sections for collegiate
and graduate studies, both of which have already conferred hundreds of degrees on
young laymen.
While inspecting the Law School and Law Library, the visitor said, "There are
thousands of other Catholics in this country, who have not the slightest conception
of the work being done at this University. They will welcome information about
the inner life of the University. Why not give it to them? They are interested in
the University — it is their University. Begin by telling them, through the printed
page, of this Law School and Law Library, and how you make a lawyer here."
AIM

OF

CATHOLIC

UNIVERSITY LAW

SCHOOL

The Catholic University Law School tries to afford students an opportunity to
a sound knowledge
of the law with — as far as practicable in a Law
School— a reasonable amount of both court practice and office work. It is Catholic
in that it graduates no Catholic student who is without a knowledge of the prin
ciples and operation of the Constitution of the Catholic Church.
Catholic young men
who enter the Law School, unequipped in Catholic Ethics and Religion, are required
to take, while in the Law School, sufficient courses to fit them for the sympathetic

combine

cooperation
measure

The

and leadership

which

secure, from lawyers
insistence

on

both Church

who are practical

the religious

side

does

and State expect, and in a large
Catholics.
not

mean less emphasis on the
student's proficiency in legal subjects.
To succeed in his profession, he must be an
able lawyer.
Before he has attained to the latter, he must have been a capable and
industrious student. After he graduates, his degree of Bachelor of Laws does not

ordinarily entitle him to practice law. Most States in the Union require a further
by State Bar Examiners.
examination
In other words the Law School is one
School of the Catholic University, whose Faculty should never forget that their
standards should be at least equal to those set by the State. This sanction, how
73
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To know enough to pass
ever, is not allowed to limit the minimum for graduation.
a bar examination and not to have had a vision of the science of law and its cor
But youth lives
relation with justice— is to begin the practice of law as a trade.
in the present or immediate future; and thoughts anent a future bar ex
and cor
have been known to generate both a sense of responsibility
responding habits of industry— excellent constituents of a foundation on which to

largely

amination

ideals.

rear higher

CHRISTIANITY

In

his "Orations and Essays,

AND COMMON

The Relation

LAW

of Justice,"

p. 105,

New York,

1901,

a

;

a

is

It

a

it,

Edward John Phelps wrote :
"The Law is the outcome and the result in the great features that give character
to
of the principles of natural right and justice wrought by sound reasoning and
long and patient experience into salutary adaptation to civil conduct and human
In the growth of the structure that has thus arisen Christianity has been
interests.
Whatever cavil may be raised about the religion we
predominant
influence.
has
undisputed.
profess, its history remains, and the influence of its morality
part of the Common Law and he has studied to small
been truly declared to be
purpose who has tint learned how large
part that is. If the world can do without
Christianity's teaching, the world's law cannot dispense with the results of it."
THE IDEAL CATHOLIC

LAWYER

:

is

it

is

it

firmly believed the world can neither "do without
And
because
Christianity's teaching" nor "dispense with the results of it" that the catalogue of
the Catholic University Law School states
is

"It
expected that the student will acquire amid religious surroundings that
varied and solid knowledge of the law which will enable him to stand forth in his
community as the mouthpiece and representative of Justice, the defender of the
oppressed and unfortunate,
an example of the beauty of the moral order, and a
model of the highest American citizenship."
This

a

is

;

is

;

a

is

the ideal of
lawyer which students are taught and expected to cherish
this explains the
why the unfit and indolent are summarily dismissed
Faculty's unalterable opposition to any interference with law studies by athletics,
social affairs or even extraneous subjects or courses that take time which should
Bar
be spent on law.
Knowledge in unrelated fields
not interchangeable.
Examiners and Law Schools cannot recognize, as
substitute for law, credits
acquired in other courses or physical activities.
this

ELIMINATION

If

OF

THE UNFIT

AND

INDOLENT

one could be present in September when new students are registered in the
he would note that the Dean, besides getting the history of the appli

Law School,

is

;

is

to be

is

great many questions.

to give his reasons for wanting

a

a

Why
each young man requested
lawyer? Why
so much said about hard
work — hard work in the Law School — harder work after admission to the Bar
while waiting for clients, so as to be better prepared when they come — still harder
work when clients find the way to one's office, which growing success of succeeding
years will always make even harder? And what
the need of pointing out that all
men have not been called to be lawyers
that unless one would rather practice law

cant, sometimes asks

else, one would

be happier and more

successful

at anything

indeed

a

year; and that an incompetent lawyer

is

that many mechanics earn more in three months than some lawyers
pitiable object.

do in

a

than do anything

else;
whole
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Is not this dampening ardor, and why is it done? It is not always done at the
first interview; but sooner or later efforts are made to dispel the fiction that
the practice of law consists in bursts of oratory before spellbound juries and
entranced judges; that if an unusually kind fate has it in store for a student, it can
only come after years of study; that many judges have been known to interrupt
The stern
oratory (?) by asking, "Have you any authorities on the subject?"
realities

are made clear, as early as possible, to prevent

misfits continuing

and to

save parents useless expense.
It has been the policy at the Catholic University Law School to eliminate, as soon
as possible but regularly at the end of the First Year, students who do not give

To insure fairness and to be
promise of reasonable success as practicing lawyers.
able at any time to give a parent definite information about his son, written state
ments, relative to each student, are made periodically during the academic year by
These estimates are intended to
the Professors to the Dean of the Law School.
comprise the student's aptitude, industry, proficiency and deficiencies, and are not
to be confused with monthly or yearly marks. Each Professor's report is made
without prior consultation with his colleagues, but later the reports of the Pro
fessors concerning each student are grouped and collated.
The sketches then
furnish each Professor with an opportunity to compare the other appraisals with
his own, and more than once a Professor has been led, through reading them, to a
of a student.
more sympathetic understanding
This compilation is called the
Faculty Ledger, and it is proving almost as useful to the Professors as the business
man's ledger is to him.
METHODS

OF

LEGAL

PEDAGOGY

The methods of taking

a young man through his legal studies have been confined
types, with a fourth as a combination of the second and third.
In
former times a young man, wishing to be a lawyer, entered the office of a practi

-to three distinct

tioner just as the medical student lived with a physician and acquired medical
knowledge before attendance at Medical Schools became the rule. This method of
preceptorship had its advantages just as well as its disadvantages — the latter de
pended on the preceptor — and no attempt is here made to cast any reflection on it

or

on any of the methods

mentioned,

because each of them has developed legal
However, few busy lawyers now have the time or the desire to prepare a
young man for the legal profession, so most law students must rely on the Law
Schools.
In Law School's one of the methods of imparting instruction has been by lectures,

giants.

the students either took such notes as they could or the lecturer dictated
to the students certain portions of each lecture. Sometimes the lecture was followed
t>y a quiz, either by the lecturer
himself or by some one designated and having
at which

In some Law Schools, the lecture was also
or text-book on the particular subject, and enumerat
ing, more or less exhaustively, the decisions of the courts and the views of the
author.
Within the confines of this paper, it would be impossible to detail the
arguments that have been urged either for or against this method.

access to the lecturer's
supplemented

manuscript.

by a hand-book

CASE

In
/Case

METHOD

the seventies of the last century, Christopher Columbus Langdell applied the
method for the first time to instruction in an American Law School, and his
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methodology
have adopted

Most University Law Schools
opened a new era in legal pedagogy.
it.
As the Common Law was found in the cases decided by the

Courts, Langdell believed the student should have a collection of the original cases
He first made a selection of cases in the Law of
available for his own use.
In his collection (1) the names of the parties; the court and the date;
Contracts.
(2) the kind of action; (3) the facts, and (4) the opinion and decision of the
court, were given. The innovation met with much opposition even from Langdell's
colleagues, most of whom later became converted to it. He contended that the
new case-method gave the student an opportunity to study the original sources
instead of merely furnishing him with a second-hand statement of what the
original cases were supposed to hold ; that by going back to the original cases the
student had the concrete facts on which to hang the abstract principle of law, and
was able thereby to depend more on reason than on memory; and that the casemethod immeasurably increased the interest and enthusiasm of the student.

Few law schools have ever discontinued the case-method after having given it a
fair trial. It has the advantage of making the student do his daily work. He is
But that does not
obliged to read the cases and reduce them to written abstracts.
complete his preparation for the class-room — merely condensing cases in his note
book is only prelimianry to his analysis of the court's opinion.. The fundamental
aim of the case-method is to have acquisition of knowledge attended at every step
development of independent thinking; to have the student a seeker
by corresponding
of truth, one who will test by the light of his own reason the soundness of the
reasoning in every opinion and decision, whether or not from the pen of Chief
Justices as renowned as a Marshall or White of the United States Supreme Court
or a Shaw or Rugg of Massachusetts.
This readiness the student must provide
daily for the class-room, for, when called upon to read his written abstracts, he is
also required to account for his own agreement or disagreement with the reasons
His explanation usually evokes
assigned by the court in its opinion and decision.
a discussion in which his fellow students and Professor take part.
During the
disputation each is expected to maintain the attitude of the investigator — to pre
serve independent thinking in a mind always open to conviction.
The case method
does not invite the student to give slavish adherence to the text-book writer or to

The Professor, of course, gives explanations
and citations, and outlines the evolution of the law by giving the state of the
authorities ; but he is not entitled to coerce the legal mind of the student. Today,
generally the case-method is founded on a book of cases and the Professor's
Thus, the lecture system, in an
instruction,
which may be termed lectures.
Again, hand-books or text-books may also be
attenuated form, is co-operating.
the rounded

used

for

period of the lecturer.

references,

the students being directed

to read sections

bearing

on the

The case-method in the Catholic University Law School
books,
discussion,
supposititious
includes case
cases,
instruction,
and consulting
reports, digests, text-books,
encyclopaedias,
legal periodicals,
etc., in the Law
Library.
The Law School is supposed to prepare the student for the practice of law.
The more its methods bring the student into contact with conditions similar to those
with which he, as a lawyer, will be concerned, the more it justifies its existence.
When a client consults a lawyer, he (the client) tells a story — lawyers need never
matter before

the class.

fear the Federal

Anti-Trust

Decisions

on "stories,"

the

competition

is too keen
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—consisting of certain facts, and the client wishes to know
—
Lawyers do not pretend to be like a waterthe law he wishes to be advised.
—
No
faucet, turn the faucet and the water flows until the reservoir is emptied.
sane lawyer claims to be able, on the spur of the moment, to give the law on every
Judges of Supreme Courts, even after deliberation, have been known
set of facts.
to question the interpretation of other Judges on the same Bench — which accounts
outside the profession

Assuming that the client's question
If it or some question analogous
to it has already been decided by the Supreme Court of the lawyer's State, he has a
comparatively easy task. But when it has not been decided by any Court, or decided
by a Court whose reasoning the Supreme Court of the lawyer's State is not likely
to follow, the lawyer must forecast the probable opinion and decision of his own
Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court will not ordinarily expound law except in
In such an
actual cases which have been brought to its attention by lower courts.
instance as this, the lawyer can expect no assistance from the Supreme Court, and
for divided

courts

and dissenting

opinions.

requires study, the lawyer consults the law books.

his client's question requires a prompt solution.
This is an illustration of the advan
tage the lawyer, trained in the case-method, has over one who has merely acquired
knowledge and neglected independent thinking.
Text-books and notes, taken in

while listening to lectures, may suffice on some occasions, but when the
is approached — and every lawyer worthy of the name aspires to
a higher mission than that of a phonograph — there is no substitute for the legal
And, to attain the legal mind, the case-method seems to be the best device
mind.
student-days

unsolved

problem

extant.
MOOT COURT

feature of the work in this Law School.
It
student practical experience in pleading, practice and forensic
oratory. The appointments of the Moot Court, which are identical with those of a
regular court-room, give to the student at the outset, a correct conception of

The Moot Court is an important

aims to give

the

judicial dignity and order.
A member of the Faculty presides over the Moot
Court, while the clerk, sheriff, court crier, messenger and jurors are drawn from
the student body.
in, all the exercises of the Moot Court, are
Attendance at, and participation
obligatory on all regular students. It is believed that the student, thus engaged for
three years, will have an opportunity of familiarizing himself with court procedure,
and graduation day will find him a creditable trial lawyer, considering his age.
The cases tried in the Moot Court give appearance of painstaking preparation.
The students serve as counsel and witnesses. Visitors at the sessions of the Moot
Court wonder at the range and depth of understanding displayed by the students
who are counsel, and by student witnesses posing as experts in handwriting,
manufacturers,
medicine and insanity, as veterinarians,
engineers : civil, mechan
ical, electrical, etc., etc., until it is explained that each student, assigned to act as
counsel or witness in a case, is supposed to get from students in other Schools of
the University whatever information they can give relative to the general subjectmatter of the trial; and that if it happens to be concerned with a subject not taught
in the University, outside sources are consulted.
The Moot Court besides prepar
ing students for the trial of cases is also taking the young men into other fields,
and they gain much practical information outside of law. This is emulating the
lawyer in practice. The lawyer who tries a case, for example, one turning on the
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defect

in

elevators
client's

a

passenger

interests.

elevator,

will

fortify

himself

and the particular one in question

in general

And

the young

in the Moot

men

with sufficient

data

about

to be able to protect

Court follow

this

his

actual

procedure.
LAW CLUB

organization conducted under Faculty supervision.
Its meetings are held weekly and the attendance of all members of the Law School
is required.
The purpose of the Law Club is to foster and encourage the study
and discussion of legal problems and principles.
To accomplish this object, the students are trained to prepare cases for argu
ment after the manner and form obtaining before an appellate or Supreme Court.
Each student is given an agreed statement of facts, containing one or more prin
ciples of law. He is instructed to appear as counsel for one of the litigants, and
to prepare his case for trial. This preparation involves the analysis of the state
ment of facts, the formation of a theory deduced from such analysis, the search
for authorities and precedents, and the drawing of a brief in support of his posi
Finally, the case is orally argued at a regular meeting. The experience
tion.
It gives him confidence in
gained by the student under this method is invaluable.
his own ability to prepare and argue cases under conditions very similar to those
The Law Club is

encountered

a student

in practice.

At stated intervals,

to the members on
careful and critical selection of
lecturers, during the three years' residence of each student, will give him practical
knowledge of many subjects.
legal and quasi-legal

prominent

subjects.

It

and laymen lecture

lawyers

is believed that a

DRAWING

DEEDS,

WILLS, ETC.

The students are also given a systematic course in drafting legal documents,
and an earnest attempt is made to have each graduate able to prepare the papers
that are ordinarily drawn in a lawyer's office.
APPLIED

PSYCHOLOGY

A course in Applied Psychology, as it concerns the testimony of witnesses in a
court-room, is also offered. This gives the law-student at least a passing glance
at the many ways in which an honest witness, meaning to tell the truth, may be
mistaken.
As soon as psychologists discover a reliable means of unmasking the
witness,
untruthful
we shall cheerfully incorporate such a course in the curriculum.
LEGAL

ETHICS

Some years ago, the American Bar Association, alive to the fact that a suffi
ciently high ideal of the lawyer's moral responsibilities
was deplorably lacking in
some lawyers, decided that a six months' course in Legal Ethics should be an
obligatory course in the curriculum of every Law School. In accordance with this
recommendation,
such a course is a part of our curriculum.
In it the student
obtains, primarily, a thorough
grounding in the fundamentals
of Ethics — the
nature, source, and authority of the moral law, the origin and scope of natural and
positive rights, the basis of justice, the origin and nature of the State, and the
authority of the Civil Law. Following from these principles are expounded the
lawyer's special duties towards the courts, towards his clients, towards his brother
lawyers, and towards the community in general.
The chief aim of the course is
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to instil into the student's conscience not merely the knowledge of his obligations
to fulfill them faithfully and honorably in his
but also the firm determination

professional career.

LAW LIBRARY
From the day on which the student enters the Law School to the year when his
Ear Association holds his Memorial Exercises and spreads on the records of the
Court those too often belated compliments to "our departed brother," statutes and
law monopolize

common

by Congress

enacted

preparation

seems

for training

legislators.

not only his days but often his nights, too.
of the respective states.

Statutes are

While much
lawyer, there are no schools primarily designed

and the legislatures

for a
Already there are over

requisite

ten thousand

distinct

statute publi

The lawyer, however, is usually
of from one to twelve volumes each.
with only the Statutes of -his own state and the Federal government.
There are also more than three and a half million points that more than a
million cases have decided ; and through these the courts have declared that this or
that principle of the Common Law applies or does not apply to certain facts. The
decisions of one's own State are of major importance, but it not infrequently
happens that, in the absence of an adjudicated case in one's own State, the decisions
of other States are necessary to sustain a client's position. Constitutions, Treaties,
Statutes. American Reports, English Reports, Text-books, Encyclopaedias, Digests,
Search-books, Legal Periodicals and Opinions of Attorneys-General and other emi
nent lawyers — these are some of the "tools" with which the student works, and "just
as necessary as the tool chest is to the mechanic, the Law Library is to the law

cations

concerned

student and lawyer."

The efficiency of any Library is proportional to its use. Libraries have existed,
living and dead men's printed
thousands
of volumes, containing
thoughts, and those libraries were as truly graves (for books) as the tombs that
contained the remains of the deceased authors.
The recorded daily attendance of
Library,
Law
together
with a fairly accurate account of
the student readers in a
the time spent by each student might be not only an index to the earnestness of
the student, but also a fair measure of the proficiency of his Professors.
This
follows, because the Professor of Law, to be efficient, should keep abreast of the
numbering

latest court decisions on his own subjects;
classes

;

he should cite the important

ones in his
that a knowledge of them will be
Where that is done, students not only have

and should have his students understand

needed in the written examinations.

the "Law Library habit," but it becomes more confirmed
LAW LIBRARIAN — QUALIFICATIONS

AND

every day.
DUTIES

The Trustees of the Catholic University last year by vote placed the Law
Library under the control of a Law Librarian to be nominated and elected for
terms of three years by the Faculty of Law, subject to confirmation by the Rector
of the University. This action is in accord with the practice in the better Law
It insures the autonomy of the Law School. The Law
Schools of the country.
Library is logically as indissolubly connected with the Law School as the laboratory
are with Chemistry
and workshops
and Mechanical
Engineering.
The law
hall,
hours
in
the
student's
lecture
Moot Court and Law Club must be augmented
by many more hours in the Law Library.
The study there calls for guidance, too,
and the competent guide is he who, himself a lawyer and a student of law, under
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the law student's difficulties, can make them serve to stimulate the
student's zeal to seek not merely a solution of the immediate difficulty, but also to
acquire a knowledge of questions cognate to it. This, suggestion, rightly directed,
standing

The law student realizes that "knowledge is power" — the student who has
survived the examinations of the First Year is now being considered — he knows
that, when he graduates, the capital with which he begins the practice of law will be

can do.

the store he has garnered as a student.
But beyond the merely utilitarian estimate, the law student has another, a loftier
one from which he finds a more potent motive for industry and zeal. In the study
of law he encounters all the important threads that make up the warp and woof of

Back of every case were living persons. The decision was not a
Life, not
it affected the welfare of those concerned.
only of individuals but also of generations, is reflected in opinions of courts and
Democracy's
tedious ascent, now going ahead, then
statutes of legislatures.
human history.
mere

academic

slipping

matter;

back, but averaging

progress

down the ages

;

bigotry's

"poison

gas shells,"

aimed not infrequently at "The Faith of Our Fathers," perchance at consecrated
women who were raising the fallen, nursing the sick, or caring for the orphan ;
labor, ertswhile serf, liberated gradually but no less slave through dependence on
unfair wage which, too often, was earned in unsafe and unhealthful surroundings,
finding, in the nineteenth century, an advocate in Cardinal Gibbons, who obtained
approval of the Knights of Labor from the great Pontiff, Leo XIII, thereby hasten
ing the era of collective bargaining; history — political, constitutional,
religious and
industrial — philosophy; ethics; sociology; economics; and the sciences — all of these
are depicted and recorded in the law books on the shelves of the Law Library.
MODERN

LAW LIBRARY METHODS

The Law Librarian is also the custodian of the Law Library which "should be
carefully rounded up selection of books, not a collection.'"
Since law books are
"the tools with which the law student works," each "tool" should be instantly avail
a

able.

Hence, the classification

must be adequate and scientific.

It

cannot be con

of the law. Dr. George E. Wire, the eminent and progres
Worcester,
Mass., has already rendered many invaluable
sive Law Librarian of
services to the advancement of his profession, one of them being K of the 7,
Cutler Expansive Classification.
Dr. Wire's scheme is in operation in the Catholic
University Law Library, and has justified his belief that "law books are just as
susceptible of classification as any other books."2
Classifying is accompanied by suitable cataloguing, shelf-listing, and bookThe card catalogue, for the use of students, contains subject and author
marking.
headings, together with as many different heads as is necessary.
This catalogue
places before the student all the resources of the Law Library not mentioned in
Digests, Cyclopaedias, etc.
The shelf-list, on the other hand, is only for official
use of the Law Librarian, and is confined to author headings.
It serves a very
useful purpose by showing each volume, grouping the books in each sub-division
of law, and giving the total number of books in the Law Library, besides furnishing
a means of identifying immediately any missing book.
By grouping the books in
sub-divisions it not only presents the list of books in each, but also furthers a com
parison of the various sub-divisions.
It thereby tends to the development of greater
symmetry in the Law Library as a whole, .for it dictates to the Law Librarian the
branches of law he should favor in his purchases at any particular time. By way
structed by one ignorant
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has not

book since March 26, 1912.
All entries in the
Book marking includes stamping, numbering and labelling.
card catalogue, shelf-list and on labels are typewritten, insuring uniformity and
legibility.
In addition to the foregoing, these records are used in the Catholic University
Law Library, forming a complete check on all purchases and obviating the liability
of paying bills twice : accession book, voucher book, order book, binding book,
periodical register and withdrawal book. The periodical register shows when each
number, part or volume of the periodicals and continuations is received, and like
Carbon
wise when it is not, in which event an immediate inquiry is instituted.
A Visitors'
copies of all correspondence are made and filed in the proper folder.
Register completes the enumeration, and it has become one of the most interesting
In it are some autographs that are almost priceless, and
books in the Law Library.
They were inscribed by distinguished men and
time will increase their number.
women in all walks of life, and the wide distances traveled by some signers, are
illustrated very strikingly by a page whereon the names of two Bishops from
Australia are followed by those of a statesman and his wife from Peru.

• lost a

PRESERVING

THE BINDINGS

OF BOOKS

Whether or not a visitor manifests any interest in the features of the Law
Library described up to this point, he usually does when he reaches the room
devoted to lucellining and varnishing — processes devised by Dr. Wire for preserving
the bindings of law books.
A few prefatory notes on binding may be introduced here :—
"The older English reports, abridgments, and text-books were bound in full
English calfskin, tanned by hand, done on honor, largely using vegetable materials
and consuming weeks and months in the curing of the skins.
As time wore on,

sheepskin began to be used, and these skins were tanned and cured in the same
manner as were calfskins, the difference in wearing quality being but little in favor
of the calfskin over the sheepskin; both were used down to about 1825, not only
for law books but for all books, so small was the book production of that time
compared with the present.
"About this time, both in England and America, cloth began to be used for
binding of books in history, literature, and general works; and cloth continues to be
used in England, in many cases being regarded as only a temporary binding, the
top edges being left uncut and fore edge and bottom rough, it being presumed by
the publisher that the book will be hound by the purchaser.
On the continent tin's
idea is carried still further, and books are commonly issued in paper covers with
In the United States cloth grew in favor as a binding
no pretense at binding.
material and it became the permanent binding for all class of literature except law,
medicine and theology; these three classes still clung to calf or sheep full binding.
By 1860 medicine and theology began to appear in cloth binding, and in the next
decade grew so much in favor as to supersede sheep which bad long before taken
the place of calf for binding.
Now medicine is offered in half morocco as an
alternative binding, and theology is largely in cloth.
Through all these years law
has clung to leather, more so in this country than in England, for the English
publishers have been sending out their law books in cloth cases for the last twenty
years. . . . [This was true when written in 1902. but now the tendency in the
United States is to bind even law books in buckram!
"The fundamental principle is that all animal fabrics last longer in the hand, all
« First Annual
Rcpnrt, Worcester County Law
r Sevenfh Annual
Keport, Worcester County

Lihrary, p.
Lihrary,

Law

5, Worcester
Mass., 1899.
p. SS, Worcester,
Mass., 1905.
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vegetable fabrics last better on the shelves. A cloth binding will stand on the shelf
under the influence of gas, light and superheated air for years in good condition,"
A leather binding, particularly calf or sheep, will rot out in a few years under the
Morocco will endure longer than sheepskin, for the modern
same conditions.
All
sheepskin is, without doubt, the worst covering put on books at this time.
woolly skins are weaker than hairy skins to begin with, and the process of tanning
Furthermore, the
is a cheaper one with sheepskin than with calfskin or goatskin.
Calfskin is
skin of an immature animal is weaker than that of a mature animal.
that of an immature animal and is not so strong as goatskin which is from a
Mineral acids are used in tanning sheepskins and are not suffi
mature animal.
ciently cleared or neutralized, and the remaining acid, especially when assisted by
The
strong daylight, gas, and superheated air, soon reduces the skin to powder.
mineral acids are used to some extent in tanning the poorer grades of morocco,
especially the dark colors, and with much the same effect. The better grades of
morocco are tanned with vegetable agents and expensive dressings used in finishing
Furthermore, all of these skins, calf, sheep and morocco, are split in
them.
processes of tanning and curing, and are thus deprived of much of their strength.
Calfskin is generally split so thin that it loses most of its strength, and from being
the strongest skin in the boot and shoe trade, becomes the weakest skin in the
Before any of these skins are applied to the book they are still
binding trade.
further reduced by paring or skiving until they are weaker than buckram and in
many instances hardly stronger than a heavy linen paper."3

Lucellining and varnishing have been applied in the Worcester County Law
Library since 1903. Sufficient time has elapsed to establish the efficacy of the
processes. They have been used in the Catholic University Law Library for four
years, and the results warrant the belief that detailed information relative to them
will be welcomed by clergymen, lawyers, physicians and others having libraries of
Dr. Wire's complete
their own. and in not a few schools, convents and monasteries.
paper on Leather Preservation and Book. Repairing is in the appendix to the Thir
teenth Annual Report of the Worcester County Law Library, published in 1911.
As that Report is not now easily obtained, these selections are inserted here : —
"So many inquiries, personally and by letter, have been received concerning our
methods of preserving leather, and repairing books, that it seems best to explain
somewhat in detail, these methods, and to give still more and further information
on these and related subjects, for the benefit of those interested.
Careful examina
tion of all the books on practical bookbinding, published in England and America
for the last sixty years, shows that no adequate treatment of the subject of leather
preservation has been accorded to it in any of these works. Conversation
with
American, English, Swedish, and Finnish bookbinders has proved that they were
ignorant of the first principles of leather preservation.
"Of course the expensive bookbinders have in their employ experts who can
and do clean and repair fine bindings, just as they have experts who can clean and
repair the printed pages of these same rare and costly volumes.
But these processes
are largely either trade secrets, or handed down from one generation to another,
and are not available for the use of the general public.
"These remarks will apply to any leather covering,
delicate as to be affected by the preservative.

where

the color is not so

LUCELLINING

"Materials needed are lucelline, varnish, air, sun, strength, patience, observation
and time. We use lucelline put up for medical use by the Lucent Oil Co., of Phila
delphia. Pa., and generally to be obtained from any large paint and oil house or
wholesale druggist.
But any other high-grade product of this character will do.
The ordinary commercial vaseline, which used to retail at 10 cents a pound, is
what we began our work with, but in ordering a supply we were given lucelline
* Fourth

Annual

Report, Worcester

County Law Lihrary, pp. 8, 9, 10, Worcester,

Mass, 1902.
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which now brings 20 cents a pound, and it has been so satisfactory that we have
used it entirely for the last two years. Varnish means Zinsser's best French book
binders' varnish, light color, costing us $1.75 a quart bottle. The work should be
done in a well-lighted, airy place, better in the summer months when windows can
be opened, than to depend entirely on artificial heat to dry in the lucelline.
"A smooth pine table, some pine shelves to hold one or two hundred volumes
are necessary. The agent is best applied with the bare hand, the nails should be cut
short and sleeves cut short or rolled up, a long frock or apron should be worn by
the operator.
If the floor be an oiled concrete floor such as we have in our stack
room, no damage will be done, also if it be an ordinary hard pine floor.
But if it
be any stone floor, or be covered with any substance like linoleum or cork carpet,
it were best to protect the floor or covering with layers of heavy paper or else use
sawdust on it. All surrounding and contiguous objects, shelves, trucks, floor, etc.,
are liable to become more or less anointed, so that due warning should be taken
of the dangers and consequences. Plenty of soft cloths and one or two small pans
for holding the agent should be provided and of course opportunities for washing
up at the close of the day's work.
"Labor will cost from 15 cents an hour upward according to circumstances.
The
work can be done by your janitor or charwoman just as well as by an outsider.
College libraries can utilize student help. Any person of ordinary intelligence and
sufficient strength and judgment can do the work. One of your own staff can do
this work a few volumes at a time, and watching them to see when they arc dry,
can go on with a few more volumes.
In damp or muggy weather, such as the dog

days, we found the progress was slow, the lucelline would not penetrate the leather.
"One person should not be expected or allowed to do more than 85 octavo
volumes in one day of seven hours. If the work needs to be rushed more than this,
put on more helpers.
Each volume should be rubbed from three to five times
according to the condition of the leather, to insure the best results.
"From 20 to 50 volumes to be treated being placed on the table, the operator
being suitably attired and having a small panful of the agent before him, places a
volume on the table, back up, and first anoints the back, rubbing it well into the
grain of the leather. The sides are next treated, also the edges, care being taken
not to get any on the paper. Small portions should be used and well rubbed in
with a firm flexible hand. The first application will rapidly absorb as a general
thing; then a second lot is put on and well rubbed down as before. Care should
be taken to get more of the agent into the back and the edges of the back in propor
tion of 2 to 1 or 3 to 1, to that rubbed into the sides.
The volume is now put on
the drying shelves, a half-inch or so between it and its fellow, and the next volume
is taken in hand.
Too much stress cannot be laid on this matter of rubbing in the
agent. The labor costs more than the material, but good, hard, conscientious and
faithful rubbing is the main part of the treatment. It is the only way to incorporate
the preservative in the leather. Merely dabbing it on with a cloth or pad of cotton
and rubbing it off again, while of course better than nothing will not give good
results.
Putting on a quantity at a time and depending -on itself to dry in will not
do either.
No light rubbing with pads of cotton or cloth will take the place
of the bare hand, full palm being used.
"The volumes should remain on the drying shelves at least over night, or if that
cannot be done, from early in the morning until late in the afternoon.
They are
then carefully examined and all surplus material rubbed into the dry spots of the
leather.
If possible they should remain out of the regular shelves another day
before being wiped with a soft cloth and spaced out on the regular shelves.
"These are the general principles of the process as clearly and distinctly stated
as can be on paper.
Much difference will be found between the leather on any
set of state reports, even when long runs are bound at the same time.
This will be
true of long runs of periodicals covering approximately
the same period of time.
This difference will be more apparent in the covering of reports or periodicals, bound
as thev appear, volume by volume or year by year, whether by the same binder or
not. The skins will vary constantly.
Sheep as a rule absorbs more lucelline than
does calfskin. Then again some sheepskins are alum tanned or have other dress
ings which prevent their absorbing as much of the preservatives.
The older sheep

...
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like the older calfskins, are the best skins, and have the best tannage. The
under the leather also makes some difference in the matter of absorption and
is probably some difference between glue and paste used to fasten the leather
board. The operator should exercise judgment, and be able to learn quickly,
by the feeling of the leather, just how much of the agent to use, and to estimate
how much of the agent the leather will absorb. Too much stress cannot be laid on
the question of rubbing and rubbing and rubbing again by strong flexible hands.
It will not do to daub a lot of the agent on the leather and trust to luck and time
for the absorption of the agent.
"Our first work of this kind was done in the summer of 1903, and we did not
But the books so treated are
use as much of the preservative as we do now.
The leather has a firm yet soft feeling
looking well and wearing well.
Does this leather so
and decay have been arrested.
and the disintegration
treated have a tendency to collect dust and dirt? Not according to our experience
in this library. On the contrary it to a large extent, dependent on age of binding
and conditions of leather, arrests decay and stops distintegration so common in law
We are cleaning the books in the stack room
libraries and document collections.
'
constantly, and before they were all lucellined, the difference was marked between
the aisles where were the lucellined and the unlucellined books. In the former aisles
there was little or none of the small particles of decayed leather to' be seen on the
floor after they had been taken from the shelves and wiped with a damp cloth. In
the latter the mere rubbing or wiping with a damp cloth, not only left its marks on
the cloths, but more or less particles were constantly falling on the concrete floor
of the stack room, to be brushed up and removed later. We wish here to emphasize
the fact that we do not recommend this process except for any leather whose color
The darker shades of calf and
or shade will stand the change without harm.
morocco as yet have not been treated by it only in isolated examples.
So far as we
have seen in these few examples it does not make any perceptible difference in the
shade. But we do not recommend its use on the delicate shades of calf or morocco
such as are found on gift books. The whole subject of fancy and expensive bindings
There are private or secret processes and
is outside the limits of this article.
expensive binders for such work."
Cloth hound hooks are not lucellined — they are only varnished, while leather hinding
[W. B.
skins,
board
there
to the

should he lucellined hefore heing varnished.]

VARNISHING

"Using Zinsser's light colored book varnish reduced one-third with denatured
alcohol, we put a small quantity, not over one ounce at a time, in a small enamel or
earthen cup or pan, and with a flat camel's hair brush one inch wide, we proceed as
follows : Slightly opening the covers, leaving both of them free, and holding the
book by the fore edge in the left hand, apply the varnish with the brush in the right
hand, quickly, lightly and evenly, first to the back and then to the sides and edges.
This will allow the back to dry in time to receive a second coat before the volume
is laid face down, or stood erect, to dry a few hours, better over night, before
going back on the shelves."
"If the weather be damp and moist the book is liable to be sticky or tacky and
of course if packed too closely with other books will adhere to them. This varnish
ing over the lucelline seals the leather and gives it a clean hard surface very agree
We also varnish the backs of all smooth finished
able both to sight and touch.
cloth bound text books, and if the cloth is extra light colored or subject to much
usage we varnish the entire book. All dirt, dust and mud may be instantly wiped off
Pastewashing
and varnishing tends to
the varnished surface with a damp cloth.
crack and destroy the leather, and does not soften or preserve it in the slightest
But the combination of lucellining and varnishing in our experience is
degree.
the best thing for leather bindings.
"Our work has been exclusively on law books and law leathers, but these
processes in whole or in part, or a modification of them are suited to other leather
In all public and college libraries having what is
bound books in other libraries.
known as the sheep bound sets of government documents, will be found hundreds
if not thousands of volumes needing lucelline just as did our sets of state reports.
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Also all the whole or half-calf or sheep bound sets of periodicals, societies and
In case of much used sets, as North Ameri
transactions need the same treatment.
Also sets in
can Review, it might be advisable to varnish as well as lucelline.
half cow or goat as well as full bindings may be much improved by using this
process. In the case of single volumes or small sets, especially in morocco, one-half
or full, of dark shades where the leather is soiled or dirty, it may be advisable to wash
Care, of course, should be taken to dampen the
them in ivory soap and water.
entire leather surface and not to wet the end papers, or in case of one-half or threeSo much care is not
quarter bindings not to dampen the side paper or cloth.
advisable in ordinary sheep bindings, although as a rule any preservative penetrates
We thus washed and
the damp leather quicker and deeper than the dry leather.
producing
lucellined a full bound book in dark green morocco and then varnished
soiled and dis
an admirable effect and much improving what before had been
Of course in treating one-half or three-quarter bindings care
reputable binding.
must be taken not to get lucelline on the end papers or side cloths or papers.
does
can be afforded, and such cloth sides are
them no good and only stains them. If
coat of varnish.
smooth finished cloth, they may be much improved by
"These methods are also applicable to one-half or three-quarter bindings used in
so many public libraries for fiction and juvenile, or to the publishers' bindings of
ordinary cloth, or the A. L. A. re-enforced bindings, or the various special one-half
More than any of these
leather bindings now on the market.
the full process
needed on the cheap one-half leather bindings, usually cowskin, cowskin buffing or
sheep roan which many of the smaller libraries are forced to use on their hardest
These books rot out or crack out in a short time
used books, fiction and juvenile.
and need the preserving power of the lucelline.
More than the longer lived and
better leathers do these cheaper leathers need the preservative.
These leathers.
cow or sheep skin, need as much or more care than the better leather, full covered
One heavy coat of lucelline well rubbed in with some extra on the
sheep books.
back, should be allowed to dry thoroughly before the second coat
This
applied.
second coat should be done carefully, pains being taken not to leave any dry spots
apparent, then may the
When this second coat
thoroughly dry and the new life
leather be varnished and of course the paper or cloth sides may share in this coat,
and the book have plenty of time to dry. Then you have
book which,
reason
ably well bound in the first place will stand about all possible abuse from the care
less borrower whether adult or child.
"It goes without saying that the smaller the book fund and binding fund, the
more imperative
the need of economy in binding and repair to make the money
go as far as possible. This process when applied to the newly rebound book before
issuing, will add 50 per cent to the life of that binding.
Even with the older and
much worn and soiled binding,
will materially prolong the life of the binding,
and increase the use of the book by so much.
"We disclaim any empiric methods and give only the results of our own investi
gations, observations and work, which has long passed the experimental stage.
Wc
have within the last three years lucellined 10,484 volumes. We are aware that there
are other agents, and other processes, but we give here what we have tried and
found good. Nor do we claim unreasonable virtues for these processes, but this
we do claim, that for the money cost, from one cent to three cents
volume accord
ing to price of labor and materials, we have not yet found any process so effica
cious, easy and satisfactory.'"
GROWTH

OF

THE LAW

LIBRARY

is

The growth of the Catholic University Law Library
evidenced by this table
from annual reports: During the academic year of 1912-13, the Law
Library consisted of "nearly 2,000 volumes;" 1913-14, "nearly 4,000 volumes;" in
1914-15. "nearly 5.000 volumes;" 1915-16, "nearly 8,000 volumes;" 1916-17, "over
9,000 volumes;" 1917-18, "over 10,000 volumes," and, at this writing, 12,681 volumes.
compiled

•Thirteenth

Annual

Report, Worcester

County Law Lil<rary, Appendix,

Worcester,

Mass., 1911.
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GIFTS

April

Bishop Harkins, of Providence, donated the Rhode
Since
have presented the Law Library with 6,244 law
benefactors
Island Reports, 315
books, 3 portraits (two judges and a lawyer) and $650 for binding purposes. Space
does not permit noting here the names of all donors, or recording again the gift of
each. The annual catalogues of the Law School from 1914-15 to 1918-19, inclusive,
And
have already done so under the heading "Benefactors of the Law Library."
succeeding catalogues will continue to make public acknowledgment of all donations
to the Law Library during the twelve months from March 15, of the preceding
year —the catalogue being usually printed in April.
10,

1912, when

THE JUDGE

JOHN

II.

MITCHELL

MEMORIAL LAW LIBRARY

of the Catholic University of America at their stated meeting on
22, 1914, by vote established The Judge John M. Mitchell Memo
rial Law Library. This action was made possible through the generosity of Misses
Agnes and Marion L. Mitchell, of Concord, New Hampshire, who wishing to per
petuate their father's memory, made their gift on the following conditions :—
The Trustees

Wednesday.

April

"I. The Law Library of our deceased father shall be installed permanently in
the School of Law of the Catholic University of America, and it shall be designated
and known always as :
'The Judge John M. Mitchell Memorial Law Library.'
"II. The Law Library of our deceased father shall be kept intact always in the
School of Law of the Catholic University of America for reference use only, and
no book in it shall be taken from the School of Law of the Catholic University of
America for circulation purposes.
"III. The Catholic University shall erect in its School of Law a fitting tablet
commemora^jng the life of our deceased father, and shall place above the books,
that he prized so highly, a picture of him, which we will donate.
"IV. Our father's name, Judge John M. Mitchell, and our deceased mother's
name, Mrs. Julia C. Mitchell, shall be placed on the roll of 'Deceased Benefactors'
of the Catholic University of America.
"V. Our names, Agnes Mitchell and Marion L. Mitchell, shall be placed now on
the roll of. the 'Living Benefactors,'
and at our deaths shall be transferred to the
roll of the 'Deceased Benefactors' of the Catholic University of America.
"VI. The Trustees of the Catholic University of America at their stated meet
ings on Wednesday, April 22, 1914, shall vote to accept our gift on the conditions,
that we have here mentioned."

Judge John M. Mitchell was born at Plymouth, July 6, 1849, the oldest child of
John and Honora (Doherty) Mitchell, who came to this country from Ireland in
When John M. Mitchell was born, his father was employed in the work of
1848.
building the Boston, Concord and Montreal Railroad; but soon after he engaged
in farming, and Judge Mitchell's boyhood days were spent upon a Vermont farm,
much of the time in Salem, now a part of Derby.
He attended the District School
and at the age of fifteen entered Derby Academy.
His course there was inter
rupted now and then for the purpose of teaching, his first position being in the
town of Holland when he was sixteen years of age. He taught for six consecutive
winters, and at the age of nineteen became Superintendent of Schools of the town
of Salem, remaining there two years.
He began the study of law with Edwards and Dickerman at Derby, but in 1870
entered the office of Harry and George A. Bingham, of Littleton. He was admitted
to the bar in 1872, and was at once taken into partnership with Harry Bingham,
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until the death of the latter in 1900. In 1881 a hranch office was
and Judge Mitchell went there to reside. Before moving from
Littleton he had served the town during two terms as Selectman, and the county
as Solicitor from 1879 until his removal to Concord.
In Concord he served in the legislature at the session of 1903 and in the Con
stitutional Conventions of 1902 and 1912 from ward 4, although it was a strong
Republican ward and he was a steadfast member of the Democratic party. At the
last convention he was the chairman of the Standing Committee on the Judicial
He was also the minority party member of the Railroad Commission
Department.
from 1888 to 1891, when he resigned. He served as a member of the Democratic
State Committee of New Hampshire for many years and was chairman of the
Democratic
State Convention of 1888. In 1903, he was Democratic nominee for
the United States Senate. He was for nine years a member of the Concord Board
of Education, serving as the chairman, but declined further renomination.
He was
for many years a trustee of the New Hampshire State Hospital, and a trustee of
the Margaret Pillsbury Hospital of Concord.
In a professional way he was prominent, having been identified with the most
momentous railroad litigation that concerned the Courts of New Hampshire for a
His firm was leading counsel against the leasing of railroads
third of a century.
for
1884;
from 1878 to
the Concord road from 1884 to 1888; for the Concord and
Montreal, successors to the Concord, from 1891 to 1895, and for the Boston and
Maine, successor to the Concord and Montreal, as its chief counsel in New Hamp
shire from 1907 till his appointment to the Bench in 1910. His practice was as broad
as the civil docket, and he frequently appeared before the Court in every county
in the State of New Hampshire, and before legislative committees in great number.
He was entrusted with much probate business, having administered many large
estates, and at the time of his death was still trustee of several.
He was the advisor of the Bishop of Portland (Me.) in all civil matters in
New Hampshire for years before the creation of the Diocese of Manchester
which

continued

opened at Concord,

(N. H.)

in 1883.

Subsequently,

the late, lamented

Bishop John B. Delaney gave
unfaltering trust, and he had the confidence of the Right Rev. George A.
Guertin, D.D., the present Bishop of Manchester.
He was appointed a Judge of the Superior Court of New Hampshire by Gov.
Henry B. Quinby on September 7, 1910, and was most active in the work of his
position till his death on March 4, 1913.
John H. Riedell, Law Reporter of the
Supreme Court of New Hampshire, has given the following estimate of Judge
Mitchell :
him

"John M. Mitchell was successful as a lawyer, because of his ability and
industry, his unquestioned integrity, his unswerving loyalty, and his absolute honesty
and fairness in dealing with fellow members of the bar ; and the qualities which
brought him success as a practitioner
made him an able, useful and universally
I knew him well for more than thirty years, and I believe that
respected judge.
the world is better for his having lived in it."
Since the establishment of the Memorial, Judge Mitchell's two daughters have
kindly donated certain continuations and have also made generous provision for
Every book in this magnificent working library had been put in firstrebinding.
class condition, and the portrait of Judge Mitchell with the bronze tablet beneath had
been placed on the south wall of the Faculty Room of the Law Library— the loca
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tion selected by his two daughters — before the recent untimely death of Miss Marion

L

Mitchell occurred.
Judge John M. Mitchell was the first Catholic elevated to the Bench of the
Superior Court of New Hampshire, and his career was an apt illustration of the
His
success of the practical Catholic in an erstwhile unsympathetic environment.
in
to
and
future
students
the
Law
School
present
inspiration
life will serve as an
of the Catholic University of America. And the law books he prized, are daily
benefiting young men from every section of the country, for the Law School has
students from as far west as Oregon, as far south as Louisiana, as far north as his
own beloved State— New Hampshire.
The studious lawyer grows attached to his own law books. He can see reflected
in them the story of his own career. The early struggle for professional standing is

but few law books — at this stage notwithstanding
between,"
and
far
a law book was ordered occasionally, and
'few
that clients were
and
the
date
were duly inscribed on the fly leaf ;
autograph
his
when it arrived
represented

on his shelves by

later, law books were purchased maybe two or three at a time or even a half dozen,
for some were beginning to speak of him as "a coming young man," and were
advancing the prophecy toward realization by retaining him ; later still, law books
were delivered at his office in ever increasing quantities, and, while his name may
have been but stamped or embossed on the fly leaves, they are probably associated
with this and that important case, and recall epochs in his practice. The law books
gathered in a long and active career at any of the great Bars of this country,
symbolize

the individual professional life and measure the steps

in it.

often

And, after

death has summoned the lawyer or judge before the Judge of Judges, it is some
times pathetic to observe the disposition made of his treasured law books. Where
necessity requires them to be sold or they remain with a son or partner to continue
an established practice — there is room for no dissatisfaction.
But when one finds,
among the odds and ends of a second-hand store or auction room, volumes bearing
the autograph

of some former leader of his Bar, one cannot help wishing that
will in the years when he was making wills for clients,

the owner had made his own

and that he had inserted therein a clause relative to his law books.

It is related of Judge Mitchell that when he sacrificed the princely income of
his practice for a place on the Bench, he said : "I shall be the first Catholic elevated
to the Superior Court Bench of New Hampshire, but once the precedent is estab
lished, other Catholic lawyers will be judges in this State."
His prediction has
May it not be hoped that his Memorial Law
Library, the first to be founded in the Catholic University Law Library, will also
of many other Memorial Libraries, perpetuating
be followed by the organization
the names and fame of Catholic Judges and lawyers who, though departed from
the activities of this life, will steadily co-operate with the Catholic University Law
School and Law Library through their assembled law books and the lessons to be
drawn from their lives?
already

been

partially fulfilled.

OTHER

Other valuable gifts to
1918, were made by these

the

VALUABLE DONATIONS

Law Library from April 10,
in the following States :

benefactors

Arizona
Hon. Robert E. Morrison, PrescottArizona Reports.

1912,

to

March

1$,
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Connecticut

Mrs.

J. P. McMahon, Waterbury —

The law books of her deceased husband,
Waterbury.
Right Rev. John J. Nilan, D.D., HartfordConnecticut

the

late

J. P. McMahon,

Esq., of

Reports, Digests and Statutes.

District of Columbia
Dr. Thomas C. Carrigan, Washington —
69 Text Books.
Justice John H. Clarke. Washington —
Records and Briefs of the United States Supreme Court.
acquisition for which the Law Library is greatly indebted
guished jurist.
Mrs. E. O. Fornev, Washington—
127 Text Books.
Very Rev. Henry Hyvernat, Washington —
56 Text Books.
Hon. James D. Maher, Washington —
Portrait of Chief Justice White.
Right Rev. Thomas J. Shahan, S.T.D., Washington —
S3 Text Books.

A
to

priceless
distin

the

Florida
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

Alex. St. Clair Abrams, Treasurer of Florida Committee, Jacksonville.
Alston Cockrell, Jacksonville.
C. M. Cooper, Jacksonville.
Charles P. Cooper, Jacksonville.
W. E. Kay, Jacksonville.
Thomas E. Lucas, Tampa.
Francis B. McGarry, Jacksonville.
Florida Reports.

Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

Jess B. Hawley, Treasurer of Idaho Committee,
George E. Erb, Lewiston.
William Healey, Boise.
J. L. McClear, Boise.
J. J. McCue, Boise.
Charles L. McDonald, Lewiston.
P. C. O'Malley, Pocatello.
N. S. Wernette, Boise.
E. M. Wolfe, Mountain Home.
Idaho Reports.

Idaho
Boise.

Illinois
Hon. James G. Condon, Chicago —
Illinois Reports.
Indiana
Hon. Thomas Taggart, French Lick —
Indiana Reports.
Iowa
Hon. Martin J. Wade, Treasurer of
Walter M. Balluff, Esq., Davenport.
Joseph

C. Campbell,

Esq., Charles

E. M. Carr, Esq., Manchester.
A. E. Carroll, Esq., Davenport.

the

City.

Iowa Committee, Iowa City.
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Frank A. Cooper, Esq., Davenport.

J. F. Devitt, Esq., Muscatine.
J. M. Dower, Esq., Marengo.

E. G. Dunn, Esq., Mason City.
T. J. Fitzpatrick, Esq., Dubuque.
John M. Galvin, Esq., Council Bluffs.
W. R. Hart, Esq., Iowa City.
M. F. Healey, Esq., Fort Dodge.
Robert Healey, Esq., Fort Dodge.
L. J. Horan, Esq., Muscatine.
W. J. Keefe, Esq., Clinton.
D. M. Kelleher, Esq., Fort Dodge.
J. F. Kirby, Esq., Williamsburg.
J. H. McConlogue, Esq., Des Moines.
E. H. McCoy, Esq., Waterloo.
Thomas G. McDermott, Esq., Mason City.
D. D. Murphy, Esq., Elkader.
D. J. Murphy, Esq., Waukon.
James Nugent, Esq., Des Moines.
R. J. O'Brien, Esq., Independence.
Frank O'Connor, Esq., New Hampton.
John P. Organ, Esq., Council Bluffs.
E. M. Sharon, Esq., Davenport.

J. J.

Smith, Esq., Ottumwa.

Thomas Stapleton, Esq.. Marengo.
D. H. Sullivan, Esq., Sioux City.
J. W. Sullivan, Esq., Algona.
John B. Sullivan, Esq., Des Moines.
John T. Sullivan, Esq., Waterloo.
Emmett Tinley, Esq., Council Bluffs.
E. C. Walsh, Esq., Clinton.
Eugene Walsh, Esq., Davenport.
M. M. White, Esq., Ida Grove.
J. L. Wolfe, Esq., Clinton.
Iowa Reports.
Kansas
Hon. John

Kansas

J.

McCurdy, Lincoln —
Reports.

Maryland
Hon. William E. Walsh. Cumberland —
English Reports.
Lawyers' Reports Annotated.
New Jersey Law and Equity Reports.
New York : Court of Appeal Reports.
Chancery Reports.
Supreme Court Reports.
United States : Circuit Court Reports.
Supreme Court Reports.
Digests, Textbooks, etc.
This gift consisted of 1,466 volumes and constitutes
received from one person during the period.

the most valuable

donation

Massachusetts

Hon. Henry V. Cunningham, Boston, and Hon. Charles A. DeCourcy, Lawrence,
Treasurers of Massachusetts Committee.
Hon. Christopher T. Callahan, Boston.
Hon. Francis A. Campbell, Boston.
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James B. Carroll, Boston.
Joseph J. Cofbett, Boston.
John F. Cronin, Boston.
Patrick M. Keating, Boston.
J. Raphael McCoole, Boston.
Charles J. Mclntire, Boston.
John P. Manning, Boston.
Joseph F. Quinn, Boston.
Charles S. Sullivan, Boston.
Massachusetts

Reports.

Hon. George W. Weadock,
Michigan Reports.

Michigan
Saginaw —
Minnesota

Otto, Adolph and Paul Bremer, St. Paul —
New York Chancery Reports.
Mr. Edward G. Bremer, St. Paul —
Messrs.

Minnesota

Reports.

Missouri
Most Reverend John J. Glennon, S.T.D., St. Louis —
Statutes of Missouri.
Montana
Hon. Thomas J. Walsh, HelenaMontana Reports.
Nevada
State of Nevada —
Opinions of Attorneys General.
This gift could not be made without being authorized by prior legislation, so the
following Act was passed by both houses of the Legislature and received the
approval of the Governor on March 13, 1915:
"An Act authorizing the Secretary of State to furnish certain
printed documents to the School of Law of the Catholic University
of America. The People of the State of Nevada, represented in
do enact as follows :
Senate and Assembly,
Section
1. The
Secretary of State is hereby authorized and directed to donate to
the School of Law of the Catholic University of America, so far as
same can be furnished, pne complete set of the appendices of the
Senate and Assembly Journals of this State commencing with the
First Territorial Session of the Legislature and extending down to
the present time ; provided, he shall deliver said books to such Law
School in Carson City, or so as to incur no expense for freight
thereon."

This extraordinary courtesy of the great State of Nevada will always be most
gratefully remembered by the professors and students of the Catholic University
Law School.
North Dakota
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

John G. Pfeffer, Treasurer of North Dakota
Robert Dunn, Center.
John Carmody, Hillsboro.
John J. Coyle, Minot.
Edward F. Flynn, Devils Lake.
W. D. Lynch, Lamoure.
George A. McGee, Minot.
George M. McKenna, Napoleon.

Committee,

Fargo.
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C. J. Murphy, Grand Forks.
Francis J. Murphy, Minot.
John J. Murphy, Williston.
T. F. Murtha, Dickinson.
P. D. Norton, Hettinger.
Hon.W. E. Purcell, Wahpeton.
Hon. John F. Sullivan, Mandan.
Hon. T. A. Toner, Grand Forks.
Hon. Fred. J. Traynor, Devils Lake.
Hon. Francis J. Murphy, Bismark.
North Dakota Reports.

Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

Ohio

J. T. O'Connell and Hon. John O'Dwyer,
Ohio and Ohio State Reports.
Annotated Code of Ohio.

Rt. Rev.

Toledo-

Pennsylvania
Friends in Scranton —
International Library of Technology.
Hon. James L. Kennedy, Greensburg-.
Hon. A. J. Loeffler, Pittsburgh.
Hon. Thomas J. McTighe, Greensburg.
Hon. James A. Nugent, Pittsburgh.
Superior Court Reports.
Pennsylvania
Hon. Walter George Smith, Philadelphia —
Reports of American Bar Association.
Bar Association.
Reports of Pennsylvania
Central Law Journal.
Great American Lawyers.
Hon. Walter George Smith, Treasurer of Pennsylvania
F. J. Bracken, Esq., Philadelphia.
Logan M. Bullitt, Esq., Philadelphia.
Roger Byrnes, Esq., Philadelphia.
W. K. Camblos, Esq., Philadelphia.
John M. Campbell, Esq., Philadelphia.
John A. Coyle, Esq., Lancaster.
T. M. Daly, Esq., Philadelphia.
James M. Dohan, Esq., Philadelphia.
Michael Francis Doyle, Esq., Philadelphia.
D. J. Driscoll. Esq., St. Mary's.
James Fitzpatrick, Esq., Philadelphia.
.
James P. Fogarty, Esq., Philadelphia.
Joseph P. Gaffney, Esq., Philadelphia.
J. A. Gleason, Esq., Du Boise.
William Gorman, Esq., Philadelphia.
A. A. Hirst, Esq., Philadelphia.
P. F. Kernan, Esq., Philadelphia.
James W. King, Esq., Philadelphia.
Hon. J. F. Lamorelle, Philadelphia.
John A. McCarthy, Esq., Philadelphia.
F. C. McGirr, Esq., Pittsburgh.
Francis L. Maguire, Esq., Philadelphia.
George W. Norris, Esq., Philadelphia.
Bernard J. O'Connell, Esq., Philadelphia.
Hon. A. B. Reid, Pittsburgh.
Henry F. Stitzell, Esq., Philadelphia.
John J. Sullivan, Esq., Philadelphia.
Theodore A. Tack, Esq., Philadelphia.
A. V. D. Watterson, Esq., Pittsburgh.

•

Committee,

Philadelphia.
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Hon. William T. Wheeler, Philadelphia.
C. Percy Willcox, Esq., Philadelphia.
James M. Willcox, Esq., Philadelphia.
Pennsylvania
Supreme Court and State Reports.
Digests, etc.
Rhode Island
Rt. Rev. Matthew Harkins, S.T.D., Providence —
Rhode Island Reports and Digests.
General Laws of Rhode Island.
Public Laws of Rhode Island.

Utah
Hon. Thomas Kerns, Salt Lake City —
Three hundred dollars.
A portion of this generous donation was specified for and applied to binding.
This gift was the first received for that essential purpose.
AN APPRECIATION

The Catholic University Law School and Law Library have had many kind
friends, but, for the last seven years, whatever success both have attained, has been
due, in no small measure, to the encouragement, advice and assistance of Hon.
It was fitting therefore, that on the
Walter George Smith, of Philadelphia.
occasion of hi's election, as President of the American Bar Association, the lollowing resolutions were adopted :
Whereas, Dr. Walter George Smith has been elected President of the American
Bar Association ; and
Whereas, He has, for a score of years, been unselfishly devoted to the advance
ment of the Science of Law through the promotion of Uniform State Laws; and
Whereas, He has, for the last decade, as Trustee, rendered invaluable service
to the Catholic University of America ; and
Whereas, He has been the patron and benefactor of the Catholic University

law

School
Resolved,

;

now, therefore,

be it

That we, the Rector of the Catholic University of America, the Fac
ulty and students of its Law School do hereby tender to President Walter George
Smith our heartiest congratulations and sincerest wishes for many years of continued
service to the legal profession, this University and our beloved Country.
Given at the Catholic University of America, Washington, District of Columbia,
this fourteenth day of November in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and seventeen.

(Rt. Rev.) Thomas J. Shahan,

Rector of University.
Thomas C. Carrigan,
Dean of Law School.

NEEDS OF LAW SCHOOL AND LAW LIBRARY

of the cover, enclosing the Catholic University
page
list of needs of the Catholic University of America.
The
reader must not conclude that the omission of the needs of the Catholic University
Law School and Law Library was intentional ; it was an oversight.
Recently

the

second

Bulletin, has carried

a
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A New Building
The Law School needs a new building, one designed primarily for the Law
School and Law Library, containing an adequate courtroom and enough lecture
halls to permit three classes to be in session simultaneously.

Chairs of Law
The Law School needs endowments for new chairs — the James Whiteford
Chair of Law is the only endowed Professorship at present. All Professors and In
structors who have joined the Faculty of Law since September, 1911, have been en
gaged with the distinct understanding that they shall discontinue the practice of law
while in the service of the University, and shall make the work of teaching and the
study of law their chief pursuit.
Reports
The Law Library of the Catholic University of America will welcome gifts of
the Reports of the Supreme Court of every State in the United States, the English
Some
Reports, the Irish Reports, the Canadian Reports and the Australian Reports.
of these it already has, but duplicates will increase its efficiency by furnishing its
readers with better accommodation.
Statutes
Statutes and Session

United States will

Laws of

the

Legislatures

of

each

and every State in the

be most acceptable.

Law Books
of old ond new Law Books will be greatly appreciated.
No one
should hesitate to forward Law Books on the ground that the Law Books are old
Donations

and seem

to have no value, because

it frequently

happens

that, among them, arc

some needed to complete sets in this Law Library.

Law Journals

and Histories

Single volumes as well as broken and complete sets of all Law Journals and all

Histories of Law are desired.
Private Law Libraries
The private Law Libraries of retired or deceased judges and lawyers will be
gratefully received, and will be fittingly inscribed to perpetuate the memory of the
former owners.
Bequests
Bequests whose annual income may be used for the purchase and preservation of
Law Books, will especially promote the determination — to make the Law Library
of the Catholic University of America one of the most complete in the United States.
Thomas C. Carrigan, Ph.D., LL.D.,
Dean of the Law School.
Law Librarian.

